Introduction
Kenneth Grahame's The Wind in the Willows is conspicuously concerned with liminal, or "in-between," space. In its evocation of rivers, fields, roads, pathways, canals, and tunnels, the novel repeatedly places its characters in "in-between" spaces. These liminal spaces link and separate both different spatial realms and different states of being. Their repeated evocation shows that a "liminal poetics" is central to The Wind in the Willows. By using the term "liminal poetics" we refer to "poetics" in its widest rhetorical sense to mean the thematization of liminality and the mobilization of various liminal tropes (ranging from the concrete and spatial tropes of in-between spaces to the abstract conceptualization of in-betweenness, ambiguity, and thresholds generally).
Critics have often noted the dual narrative structure of Grahame's novel (especially with regard to the tension between the "pastoral" story of Rat and Mole, and the mock-epic adventure story of Toad), and they have also noted the dyadic nature of the novel generally (the novel being organized in terms of opposing tropes such as human/animal, ancient/modern, and so on 1 ). Despite this attention, critics have ignored how such dualistic narratological and tropological organization relate to the novel's liminal poetics; that is, they have ignored how the narrative action and symbolism constantly move between apparently disjunct or dyadic categories. By analyzing the novel's liminality, we can understand better these dyadic and dualistic elements of The Wind in the Willows. This essay will analyze the liminal poetics of The Wind in the Willows in terms of narrative, motif, and genre. This analysis not only furthers understanding of that canonical text, but it also highlights the importance of liminality in Anglophone children's literature generally. Such an argument shows that attending to liminality is not only critically valuable when dealing with experimental fiction (as Peter Schwenger's study of liminal literature illustrates), or that liminality is primarily a feature of so-called adult literature. (Indeed, given its emphasis on liminal stages of life, children's literature could be, if anything, more predisposed to employing a liminal poetics.) While The Wind in the Willows shares an emphasis on (pastoral) liminal space with contemporaneous children's texts such as Frances Hodgson Burnett's The Secret Garden and J. M. Barrie's Peter Pan, as this article will demonstrate, The Wind in the Willows is rendered unique due to the way in which liminality operates structurally and thematically throughout the text. Grahame's text resists simple categorization: indeed, Peter Hunt asserts that it "may be the greatest case of mistaken identity in literature" (Introduction vii) . This "mistaken identity" attests to the text's liminality, and is especially evident in the text's (unique) characters, who are neither fully animal nor fully human. To understand the text's liminality, however, we must first consider liminality itself, especially as a category of literature.
Liminality
Liminality represents a state of "in-betweenness." The term "liminaire" was used by the French ethnologist Arnold Van Gennep in his Rites de Passage (1909) to refer to the secondary stage in a ritual in traditional societies in which participants occupy neither their preritual status nor the status they will hold when the ritual is complete. The liminal stage is therefore a "threshold" stage, and one marked by social segregation and loss of social status. As Michael Joseph writes in Keywords for Children's Literature (2011) , this segregation and loss of status "relates to associated characteristics and qualities: indeterminacy, ambiguity, selflessness, and becomingness " (138) . The Scottish anthropologist Victor Turner, in works such as The Ritual Process: Structure and Anti-Structure (1969) , extends Van Gennep's theorization of the liminal stage in premodern and traditional rites de passage. Notably, Turner links the ambiguity inherent in liminality with symbolic richness. He describes "liminal entities" (those subjects undergoing rites de passage) as neither here nor there; they are betwixt and between the positions assigned and arrayed by law, custom, convention, and ceremonial. As such their ambiguous and indeterminate attributes are expressed by a rich variety of symbols in the many societies that ritualize social and cultural transitions. Thus, liminality is frequently likened to death, to being in the womb, to invisibility, to darkness, to bisexuality, to the wilderness, and to an eclipse of the sun or moon. (Ritual Process 95) As this suggests, liminality is not only symbolically rich, but it is inherently associated with a spatial symbology.
2 A number of these spatialized tropes are relevant with regard to The Wind in the Willows, in particular wilderness. While this trope is most obviously configured as the Wild Wood, the Wide World-the human, supposedly civilized, world that Toad briefly occupies-also fits this designation within the logic of the novel. As the satirical courtroom scene makes clear, the "law" of the human world is arbitrary and anarchic compared with the "etiquette" of the animal world, while Toad's adventures also show the Wide World to be a place of risk and flight. But wilderness is not the only relevant symbol: bisexuality (which we take to mean androgyny or transgender) is evident in Toad's and Mole's episodes of cross-dressing; night is evoked repeatedly; and the numerous references to underground domestic spaces clearly evoke the symbol of the womb.
Perhaps not surprisingly, given its metaphorical suggestiveness, the concept of liminality developed away from its purely ethnographic roots.
In From Ritual to Theatre: The Human Seriousness of Play (1982) , Turner coins the neologism "liminoid" to refer to experiences within modernity that are not ritualistic per se, but are quasi-ritualistic events associated with leisure, such as attending a theatrical or sporting event. While the liminoid is also "associated with marginality" (St John 9) , the term refers primarily to experiences of entertainment or play, rather than rites of passage. As Turner writes, "One works at the liminal, one plays with the liminoid" (From Ritual to Theatre 55). However, in both traditional rituals and modern events, there is a temporary suspension of normal social structures. Whether "liminal" or "liminoid," such moments are intense and impermanent. While liminality might be conceived as a permanent state (for subjects who permanently occupy socially marginal spaces, for instance, or-as Turner notes-in the institutionalized liminality of the monastery [Ritual Process 107]), the concept more conventionally refers to segregation and the prefiguration of social reintegration. In this respect, as already noted, the recuperative ending of The Wind in the Willows-in which Toad is finally reintegrated into the social hierarchy after his isolation and loss of social status-is consistent with theories of the liminal.
While the concept of the liminoid has not been widely employed in literary studies, Turner's work on liminality has undoubtedly helped scholars move the concept away from its initial ethnographic usage. As Joseph notes, since the 1990s, scholars have applied the term to studies of adolescence, and the term has been used to discuss "rep-resentations of childhood, children, and child culture" (139). Given literature's liminoid nature, and its repeated thematization of liminal experiences (such as the metaphorical rite of passage from childhood to adulthood), it is not surprising that literary scholars have theorized literature itself in terms of liminality. In their association with symbolic richness, intensity, and impermanence, as well as the momentary undoing of conventional social structure (to use Turner's term), the liminal and the liminoid are both inherently literary.
Thus, while we evoke Turner's important work on liminality vis-à-vis ritual and the liminoid, we take a heuristic, rather than slavish, approach to employing his insights. This is particularly the case with regard to the Turnerian concept of "communitas," the spontaneous sense of egalitarian community felt by the participants (or "passengers") of a ritual. Such comity is a feature of the momentary suspension of social structure that (ambiguously) "serves to reinforce the link between ritual participants and the larger community" ("Turner, Victor [1920 -1983 . As Edith Turner writes in her book-length study of communitas, such a sense of community is powerfully related to the dynamic nature of power and (apparently stable) social structure: "Communitas is exciting; it makes people able to organize and work together. With this power, they will eventually develop organizational habits, structures, and rules of behavior, and ranks and positions. These often work well, if they remain on the human level; yet if they become overly law-bound, communitas will bubble up again from below and question the old system" (4). This is, once again, suggestive with regard to the liminal tropology of The Wind in the Willows. The sense of fellowship between the main characters (but especially Rat and Mole) is pronounced throughout the novel, and illustrates something of the Turnerian model of communitas as a flexible social force. In their different ways, Mole and Toad stand as the most liminal characters, for whom "organizational habits, structures, and rules of behavior, and ranks and positions" are developed over the course of the narrative. The intensely "resolved" nature of the novel makes this clear. The importance of communitas as a potentially mystical force can also be seen in "The Piper at the Gates of Dawn," a key chapter (discussed below) for any reading of liminality in The Wind in the Willows.
But while The Wind in the Willows repeatedly valorizes fellowship, this fellowship is limited and almost always hierarchal in nature, usually relating only to the novels' central-one might say privileged-characters. The only extended scene of comity that crosses class-and generational lines occurs in "Dulce Domum," when Rat, Mole, and the juvenile, carol-singing hedgehogs engage in spontaneous fellowship (though even here Rat remains an observer, rather than a true participator in communitas).
Thus, while we employ a Turnerian model of liminality, we note the limits of this model for reading a text such as The Wind in the Willows. We also note that the term "liminal" has entered literarytheoretical discourse more or less free of its anthropological baggage. Peter Schwenger's At the Borders of Sleep: On Liminal Literature (2012) discusses his subject without mention of (either) Turner. In At the Borders of Sleep-Schwenger's study of the surprisingly large body of experimental literature concerned with the space between sleeping and waking-the antisystematic, nonrationalist mode of literature is viewed as preeminently capable of representing ambiguous, liminal states. As Schwenger argues, "Since liminal moments are marked by a dissipation of coherence as one state dissolves into another, to render them in systematic terms is to distort them, and finally to lose them altogether" (xi-xii). Indeed, the "in-between" nature of the literary experience is itself distinguished as inherently liminal, somewhere between waking and dream, rationality and irrationality: "To characterize the reading of a literary text as either a fully conscious and rational activity or an immersion into dream is at either extreme to distort the experience. Literature is liminal; and this is so for both the reader and the writer" (xii).
Schwenger is concerned primarily with the liminality of "experimental" writing (and he is wholly concerned with writing for adults). But as The Wind in the Willows demonstrates, reading for liminality is a valuable critical practice for all kinds of literary writing, not just those attended to by Schwenger. The double liminality of literature-as both source and image of liminal experience-is central to The Wind in the Willows. Grahame's novel is concerned throughout with threshold states, rites of passage, and "in-betweenness" and these concerns are played out in the novel's use of symbolism, thematization, narrative structure, and genre. At the most basic level, the novel's liminal condition can be seen in the way it occupies a threshold space between children's literature and adult literature, 3 as well as the generic limits between the pastoral and the epic.
Liminal Space and Social Structure in The Wind in the Willows
As noted, the liminal is, in ethnographic terms, associated with both spatial and social structure. This link between the social and the spatial in the liminal is seen in The Wind in the Willows, a novel that is highly structured both spatially and socially. This twinning of spatial and social structure is, in turn, implied in the novel's topography and narrative form. Topographically and narratologically, the novel radiates out from the River Bank and its environs (where Rat, Mole, and Toad live), to the Wild Wood (where Badger lives), to the Wide World (a place to be avoided according to Rat, and the site of Toad's fall), only to return to its starting point. As this center/edge structure suggests, The Wind in the Willows is notably horizontal. Other than occasional dips below ground (Mole's and Badger's holes, the tunnel that leads to Toad Hall) or some airborne moments (mostly associated with Toad), almost all of the novel's action occurs at ground-or water-level. Substantive departures from this signals either social disorder, such as Toad's exploits, or emotional upheaval, such as Rat's temptation to follow the Sea Rat to the Wide World, an event that is implicitly sparked by the local birds' impending liminal journeys of migration.
This conspicuous horizontality, in turn, implies verticality, as seen in the novel's obvious hierarchical social structure in which Toad and Badger are the gentry, Rat and Mole the bourgeoisie, and the stoats and weasels the proletarian mass. 4 The relationship between the spatialhorizontal axis and the social-vertical axis is most obviously seen in Toad's (liminal) misadventures. As Sarah Wadsworth notes in her essay on addiction and recovery in The Wind in the Willows, Toad's literal descent leads to his social descent "as he plunges from the upper-story window of the improvised sick-room of his stately home into a decidedly déclassé world of pubs, courtrooms, prisons, gaolers' daughters, female impersonators, barge-women, and gypsies" (53). It is notable how many of these figures-such as the train driver, the barge woman, and the gypsy-occupy in-between spaces. In contrast to the rootedness of Badger, Rat, Mole, and (ultimately) Toad, these characters are spatially mobile, and such mobility is consistent with the characters' low social class, as the figure of the gypsy makes especially clear. Even the stoats and the weasels have homes, and, as the novel's ending makes clear, when they keep to those homes, social cohesion is returned.
By the end of the novel, then, all things are, materially and socially, "in their place" but not before the novel's liminal energies have been played out, and the in-between spaces occupied and crossed in various permutations. Indeed, as we will discuss, the novel's narrative energy comes from this constant crossing between apparently stable categories; that is, the constant traversing of liminal spaces. Such crossings indicate an ambiguous attitude to the idea of home and the workings of the pastoral mode, aspects of the novel discussed below. The novel's rocking between putatively stable categories means that one could read the novel in a structuralist way, in which meaning is produced through the generation of binary oppositions. Such oppositions include home/adventure; social responsibility/irresponsible play; solitariness/ fellowship; endurance/transience; North/South; earthly/stellar (as represented by Rat's eye when first Mole, and then Toad, come across his River Bank house); rational/irrational; day/night; pagan/Christian; animal/human.
5 By mobilizing such oppositions-all of which have both spatial and abstract articulations-and troping them in liminal terms, Grahame's text could be viewed as profoundly and classically dialectical, seeking a synthesis between a thesis and its antithesis. A dialectical impulse can be seen, for instance, in the repetition and resolution of key narrative patterns. Toad's narrative of moving away from home and returning to it in a wiser state, for instance, is prefigured in surprisingly complex ways by Mole (in "Dulce Domum") and Rat (in "Wayfarers All"). And while Badger may seem comparatively "static" both in terms of action and characterization, he is surprisingly mobile, as his unpredictability and association with tunnels suggest. As Gaarden notes, "Badger is elusive; he cannot be socially called on or invited, but must be caught as he slips along a hedgerow at dawn or dusk, or 'hunted up in his own house in the middle of the wood, which was a serious undertaking '" (45) .
While a dialectical reading has validity, then, The Wind in the Willows is more deeply concerned with the dynamics of liminality than with dialectics per se. A dialectical aesthetic accounts only in part for the spatial organization of Grahame's novel, because, for all the novel's strong sense of closure, suggestive of synthesis, such closure is achieved only through the constant dynamism of crossing liminal spaces. The Wild Wood in which Badger lives, for instance, acts as a liminal space between the River Bank and the Wide World. Badger's home is doubly liminal, since it contains the remnants of human civilization within the Wild Wood, a civilization that shows-as glossed by Badger when showing Mole his multitunnelled home-the transient nature of human life, and the enduring, patient nature of animal life (44-46). Badger's historical consciousness here is somewhat paradoxical. Referring to his fellow animals in the third person, he claims that "They [don't] bother themselves about the past …" (45). Badger's consciousness of history (evident again in the final chapter) suggests that he occupies a liminal space between historical humans and ahistorical animals. Gaarden's description above also notes Badger's temperamental association with liminal spaces, adverting as it does to the way he moves along and between boundaries at the "in-between" times of dawn and dusk.
The liminal continuity between physical space and social structure is also evident in the novel's emphasis on transformation. Transformations, such as that effected on Rat and Mole when they see Pan in "The Piper at the Gates of Dawn," occur in ways that involve liminal realms, actors, and imagery. In addition to representing transformation's permanent effects, the fleeting, numinous aspects of transformation are also strongly emphasized in the novel, highlighting the transitional nature of momentarily inhabiting an extramundane realm. In "The Piper at the Gates of Dawn," Rat and Mole enter into a state of heightened sensitivity that is both fleeting and not obviously relevant to the narrative action (the saving of Portly, the Otter's pup). One of the key ways in which a liminal poetics plays itself out in The Wind in the Willows, then, is the way in which liminal spaces are shown to be sources of such heightened or transformed perception. Forms of heightened consciousness are repeatedly shown as accessed from the liminal spaces between putatively dyadic structures: sleeping and waking, day and night, rationality and irrationality, mundane and extramundane. Even Toad, alone and on the run after his escape from prison, has a dream at the beginning of "The Further Adventures of Toad" (194) .
The liminal poetics of The Wind in the Willows are not "merely" decorative. The work's spatiality is not just concerned with structures-those abstract and real things that make space meaningful-but also movement between those structures. In the complex to-ing and fro-ing of this highly structured narrative (which relies heavily on chiasmus, doubles, repetition, and allusion), liminality underscores the profound links between physical space and what Victor Turner calls social structure.
Liminal Nature
One of the key ways in which The Wind in the Willows demonstrates a liminal relationship between social structure and physical space is through its strategic complication of the domestic and the natural, or-more generally-inside and outside space. As noted, the "natural spaces" depicted in The Wind in the Willows are inherently liminal, in-between spaces such as pathways and roads, often represented at in-between times (dawn, the turn of the seasons, and so on). These spaces are additionally indeterminate in that they are characteristically neither wholly domestic nor natural. This aspect signals what Turner describes as the "peculiar unity" of the liminal: "that which is neither this nor that, and yet is both" (Turner, "Betwixt" 99) . This "peculiar unity" is seen in the confusion of domestic and natural spaces. Rat's hole, however much a bourgeois house it appears to be, is very much a part of the River Bank. Similarly, Badger's home is part of the Wild Wood. Putatively "natural" spaces, then, are depicted as highly domesticated. The Wind in the Willows concomitantly engages with the idea of "home" (that preeminent domestic space) in interestingly ambivalent ways. While Grahame's novel depicts a myriad of journeys away from domestic spaces, those journeys are nevertheless characterized by their connection to ideas of "home." Indeed, the novel begins with an escape from the confines of the domestic sphere: while Mole is whitewashing his house as part of spring cleaning, he feels "Something up above calling him imperiously" so that he "bolt[s] out of [his] house without even waiting to put on his coat" (5). After he leaves his secluded home, Mole is greeted by "sunshine" and "soft breezes which [caress] his heated brow." He is "bewitched, entranced, fascinated" (6) by the river he encounters, the inaugural transformation effected by liminal space, and he quickly declares his experience of the natural space to be "better" than the mundane domestic process of whitewashing (5). (Of course, one might add that the mundane process of spring cleaning has a ritualistic element to it, especially given its seasonal nature.) However, the natural spaces to which Mole purportedly escapes are, as suggested above, also highly domesticated. Once again, such domestication is represented both in spatial and social terms. The novel emphasizes the importance of "animal-etiquette" (10, 12 ; our emphasis); it refers to "Nature's Grand Hotel" and the nonmigratory animals as staying "en pension" (92); and Rat and Mole forget "the larger stressful world of outside Nature" as they gaze through a window at a canary in a cage and think of their own home "distant a weary way " (49) . This latter image-of being neither truly "away" nor "at home"-is a common trope in the novel, often seen at the beginning or the ending of a chapter, as seen in "The Open Road," "Mr Badger," and "Dulce Domum" (in which the canary appears).
This trope of being in literal "in-between" space is further emphasized in the novel's narrative structure. The Wind in the Willows depicts a series of journeys away from, and back towards, domestic spaces: Mole leaves his home (5), meets Rat on the River Bank (7), and the pair returns to Rat's home; Rat and Mole visit Toad at Toad Hall (17-18), the trio embark on an ill-fated journey in a gypsy caravan (19) (20) (during which time Toad first glimpses a motorcar [22] ) and return home; Mole attempts to visit Badger in the Wild Wood, and, after becoming lost, seeks refuge (with Rat) at Badger's house, after which Mole and Rat subsequently return to the River Bank; Mole and Rat seek Portly, the baby otter, find him under the protection of Pan, and return home. Toad's narrative presents this structure of fleeing from and returning to the domestic realm writ large. After he escapes from his imprisonment at Toad Hall (facilitated by Badger, Rat, and Mole) (61-67), Toad steals a motorcar (69), is imprisoned (71), escapes, and, after a number of adventures, finally returns to the River Bank where Mole, Rat, and Badger finally enable Toad to return to Toad Hall, thus reasserting the preeminence of the domestic sphere.
All of these narratives follow a similar pattern of either retreat-andreturn, as seen in the pastoral mode, or the heroic impulse of epic. The novel, well known as a pastoral text, brings together both pastoral and epic impulses, most especially seen in the contrast between the lyrical chapters involving Rat and Mole and the mock-epic adventures of Toad. But, as pastoral's long history shows, the distinction between these modes was never absolute. Pastoral's inaugurator, Theocritus, had his herdsmen speak a Doric dialect in hexameters, "a strange conflation of rusticity and heroic epic" (Payne 1006). As we shall see, this tension between, and confusion of, the pastoral and epic modes furthers the poetics of liminality in The Wind in the Willows that has so far been apparent. The pastoral escape to a green world is notably prevalent in children's literature generally, versions of which can be seen in the narratives regarding Narnia, Oz, and Neverland. As these examples suggest, though, such "escape" can quickly become troped in epic terms as exile and loss, suggesting complex, if not contradictory, attitudes concerning family, home, and adulthood. 6 The confusion of pastoral and epic impulses in The Wind in the Willows, then, illustrates again the paradigmatic status of this text in terms of illustrating the workings of a liminal poetics.
Restfulness and Restlessness: Pastoral and Epic Dynamics
The pastoral status of The Wind in the Willows is apparent not only in its employment of an idealized bucolic realm, but also in its use of the mode's "signature themes of natural harmony, love, friendship, virtue, and poetry itself …" (Payne 1006) . Employing the pastoral mode is consistent with the novel's liminal poetics, given the pastoral mode's own liminality, habitually confusing the interior and the exterior, the domestic and the natural, and-in its trope of "retreat and return"-restfulness and restlessness. In marrying nature and domesticity, Grahame's novel also evokes the characteristic pastoral representation of a domesticated (and potentially urbanized) understanding of nature. As John David Moore notes, in pastoral "the comforts of domesticated interiors are extended and included in a landscape " (46) . The liminal nature of the pastoral can also be seen in the way the mode characteristically inhabits in-between literary topoi and discursive spaces. As Terry Gifford notes, since Theocritus "the pastoral has defined itself and declared itself as a literary discourse that has retreated from both the sophisticated discourse of the court and the illiterate discourse of the real shepherd. Meeting somewhere between the two, pastoral discourse is a linguistic borderland that constructs the artifice of Arcadia" (46) .
A number of scholars have discussed how Grahame's text engages with the pastoral mode. Daniel E. Harris-McCoy's description of The Wind in the Willows as "an example of Georgian pastoral literature" (93) is far from contentious. Seth Lerer notes how Grahame Robertson's frontispiece to the first edition-an image that includes animals, naked infants, and the text "And a river went out of Eden"-sets "the tone for the book's earliest readers: a garden fantasy of childhood paradise" (n. pag.). However, the pastoral status of Grahame's work is not free of ambivalence or ambiguity. Moore identifies an ambivalence that is "endemic to pastoral" in Grahame's text (48), especially in terms of its treatment of women (52-53) and childhood (48, 51). Geraldine D. Poss notes the pastoral trope of "retreat and return" in Grahame's text, emphasizing the "spirit of divine discontent and longing" (Grahame 6 ) that first lures Mole away from home and later draws him back again. But Poss notes the tension between the pastoral and the epic, asserting that the novel's opening is an example of "the epic pattern in little: the journey out and the journey back " (83-84) . The tension between pastoral and epic is evident in the tension between the lyrical Rat/ Mole/Badger chapters and the adventures of Toad, the latter explicitly singled out in the book's final chapter's mock-heroic title-"The Return of Ulysses."
Harris-McCoy argues for a more hidden example of this tension, asserting that "a hitherto unrecognized" allusion to a passage from Virgil's Aeneid is present in the text (91). In the repetition of Rat's phrase "on the chance" (regarding Otter's behavior in trying to find his missing son, Portly), Harris-McCoy argues that "Grahame is alluding to a famous episode from book 2 of Vergil's Aeneid, in which an identical phrase appears, albeit in Latin. The phrase occurs when Aeneas has reentered burning Troy to search for his missing wife, Creusa, who was supposed to follow as he departed the falling city but got lost-and indeed died-along the way" (92). Harris-McCoy sees this reference to the Aeneid as emphasizing the work's pastoral status by illustrating a contrast between transient human life and the ongoing animal world. The reference to Roman ruins in Badger's house (noted above) and the reference to the Aeneid share the same function: "Both are monumental icons of 'civilization' and, just for a moment, introduce Rome into Arcadia. But they are also mere remnants of a Roman society that has long since departed and are likewise self-aware of the transience of humans. Human civilization, like the Aeneid allusion itself, passes quickly, while nature and pastoral abide" (95).
The pastoral status of The Wind in the Willows is succinctly summarized in the description of Mole leaving for Badger's house:
As he hurried along … the Mole saw clearly that he was an animal of the tilled field and hedgerow, linked to the ploughed furrow, the frequented pasture, the lane of evening lingering, the cultivated garden-plot. For others the asperities, the stubborn endurance, or the clash of actual conflict, that went with Nature in the rough; he must be wise, must keep to the pleasant places in which his lines were laid and which held adventure enough, in their way, to last for a lifetime. (47) In resisting the "asperity" and "clash of … conflict" associated with "Nature in the rough," Mole is embracing a pastoral-and, hence, domesticated-view of nature. The "tilled field and hedgerow," the "frequented pasture," and the "cultivated garden-plot" (our emphasis) evoke the very images of intervention in nature that characterize the pastoral mode. Such a natural realm occupies an in-between space between wilderness and domesticity. Pastoral nature, then, exhibits a liminal kind of paradox. As Moore notes, "To live by the river is to live the comfortable paradox of the pastoral-to be active yet inactive, changing yet changeless, aimless yet purposeful" (51). Indeed, Rat embodies this sentiment as he describes "simply messing about in boats" (7):
Nothing seems really to matter, that's the charm of it. Whether you get away, or whether you don't; whether you arrive at your destination or whether you reach somewhere else, or whether you never get anywhere at all, you're always busy, and you never do anything in particular, and when you've done it there's always something else to do, and you can do it if you like, but you'd much better not. (8) This passage highlights ideas of liminality central to the text. Rat's comment that it doesn't matter "whether you arrive at your destination or whether you arrive somewhere else, or whether you never get anywhere at all" foreshadows the myriad of journeys on which the characters embark in the text. But while a number of journeys do lack a sense of purpose (the failed caravan trip, for instance), other journeys are very much teleological in nature. These include Mole's journey to see Badger, and Mole's and Toad's return home, all of which are suggestive again of a tension between pastoral and epic impulses at work in the novel. Either way, though, as they travel through the text's (domesticated) natural spaces, Mole, Rat, Badger, and Toad traverse transitional spaces in which ideas of home are explored. Even the Wild Wood, despite its initially threatening aspect to Mole, is ultimately shown to be a domestic space, making up the homes of the many animals who live there.
As the topographical nature of the novel suggests, The Wind in the Willows evokes the pastoral mode in its emphasis on boundaries and "middle grounds" (Moore 57). Boundaries-and the spaces between them-are established near the beginning of the text: Rat displays ambivalence about the Wild Wood 7 and vetoes any travel to the "Wide World." Moore emphasizes that the boundaries are "significant" since they enclose "an inner sanctum, a piece of countryside that for the most part is as domesticated as the homes of Rat, Mole, or Badger" (46). Importantly, these boundaries also define "inside and outside, insiders and outsiders" (46), highlighting again the relationship between the horizontal-spatial and the vertical-social axes of the novel.
Natural spaces, then, are rendered both pastoral and liminal through their connection to the domestic. Mole's initial experience of the River shows it to be domesticated from the moment it is introduced. The liminal status of the River is emphasized as Rat and Mole row towards a backwater for lunch. Like the River, this backwater is also domesticated: it is adjacent to the "foamy tumble of a weir, arm-in-arm with a restless dripping mill-wheel, that held up in its turn a grey-gabled mill-house" (10) . The picnic that Rat and Mole share by the mill house conjures ideas of domestic space as it is replete with domestic comforts such as a full "luncheon-basket," a "table-cloth" (10) , and a mustard pot (12) . Mole's first journey-which sets a precedent for all of his subsequent journeys-comprises a shift from one domestic space to another domesticated/natural space (and, a number of scholars assert, 8 to another milieu). This trope is also repeated throughout the text, such as when Mole and Rat travel with Toad in a gypsy caravan (19) (20) , a vehicle replete with domestic comforts such as "biscuits, potted lobster and sardines " (19) .
The characters' homes also highlight the way in which ostensibly natural spaces-such as the animals' natural habitats-are domesticated in the text. Badger's house illustrates how natural and domestic spaces are conflated in Grahame's text: Rat and Mole follow Badger "down a long, gloomy, and, to tell the truth, decidedly shabby passage, into a sort of central hall, out of which they could dimly see other long tunnel-like passages branching, passages mysterious and without apparent end. But there were doors in the hall as well-stout oaken comfortable-looking doors" (37-38). The dark, twisting passages suggest a natural habitat suited to a badger, but the "stout oaken comfortable-looking doors" suggest a domestic/natural habitat suited to Badger. Like Rat's "bijou riverside residence" (6), with its "bright fire in the parlour" and "armchair" (14), Badger's house abounds with domestic comforts, such as "dressing-gowns and slippers " (38) .
Significantly, while The Wind in the Willows evokes the idea of "home" in numerous natural spaces in the text, it also presents a sense of ambivalence toward this idea. This ambivalence is linked to the pastoral trope of retreat and return, and is especially significant in "Dulce Domum," 9 which sees Mole return to his home for the first time after he flees it in favor of the River Bank. As noted, Mole's retreat from the domestic begins the action of the text: "Something up above" calls Mole "imperiously" (5; our emphasis), and he is unable to resist. However, Mole's call toward home again-which forms one of the many pastoral retreats in the text-is just as strong. As Rat and Mole walk toward the River Bank after "a long day's outing with Otter" (48), "the summons" reaches Mole and " [takes] him like an electric shock" (49). After Rat refuses to heed Mole's wish to return home, the "summons" intensifies: "the wafts from his old home pleaded, whispered, conjured, and finally claimed him imperiously" (51; our emphasis). The repetition of "imperiously" (5, 51) is significant: it serves to unify Mole's experiences, and encapsulates both his retreat from, and his return to, his originary domestic space.
However, it is also important to note Mole's contrary experiences when he reaches the domestic space. While he cries "freely and helplessly and openly"(51) when he is denied the prospect of returning to his own home, and "beam[s] at the sight of … objects so dear to him" when he enters his home once again, Mole is also socially anxious about his homecoming, suggestive of a pastoral rusticity about his home. But this social anxiety is a moment in which the novel inserts satire into the pastoral mode. Mole laments bringing Rat to "this poor, cold little place" (54) and "dolorously" tells Rat that he has no food to offer him (55). While Mole's house is eventually imbued with domestic trappings similar to those that characterize Rat's home on the River Bank, such as a table "set thick with savoury comforts," the close of the chapter displays Mole's ambivalence:
He saw clearly how plain and simple-how narrow, even-it all was; but clearly, too, how much it all meant to him, and the special value of some such anchorage in one's existence. He did not at all want to abandon the new life and its splendid spaces, to turn his back on sun and air and all they offered him and creep home and stay there; the upper world was all too strong, it called to him still, even down there, and he knew he must return to the larger stage. But it was good to think he had this to come back to, this place which was all his own, these things which were so glad to see him again and could always be counted upon for the same simple welcome. (59-60) Home functions as an "anchorage" and a foil to the "upper world," but Mole remains ambivalent about his return to the domestic, opting instead to return to the "larger stage" of the River Bank and its surrounds. It is significant that, for the unity of the book, Mole remains the only character that does not return to his original home.
This ambivalence about home is also evident in Rat's narrative, as seen in Rat's experiences with the Sea Rat (97-105). The pastoral trope of retreat and return is also present in this narrative, and becomes especially significant because the trope of retreat and return most obviously confuses pastoral and epic impulses (engaging, too, the postepic mode of romance), with Rat being enchanted by a figure who is part Odysseus and part Ancient Mariner. Rat's meeting with the Sea Rat highlights ideas of ambivalence toward the domesticated natural space he inhabits. Importantly, Rat, like Mole earlier, feels "restless" (92), due to the imminent departure of the Riverbank's migratory birds, and finds it "difficult to settle down to anything seriously" (93). He meets the Sea Rat (97), who is traveling toward the South, and he becomes entranced by the Sea Rat's stories (103), attempting to leave his home to begin a similar journey, but he is intercepted by Mole  (104-05) . The Sea Rat tells Rat tales of traveling on a ship (98-100), and significantly, Rat experiences a vicarious (antipastoral) adventure as he listens to the Sea Rat's stories:
Spellbound and quivering with excitement, the Water Rat followed the Adventurer league by league, over stormy bays, through crowded roadsteads, across harbour bars on a racing tide, up winding rivers that hid their busy little towns round a sudden turn, and left him with a regretful sigh planted at his dull inland farm, about which he desired to hear nothing. (101) This mixing of restfulness and restlessness is not inconsistent with the dualistic nature of pastoral and liminal literature. As Raymond Williams discusses, the pastoral ideal embodies "tension with other kinds of experience: summer with winter, pleasure with loss; harvest with labour; singing with a journey; past or future with the present" (18). Terry Gifford also discusses the "explicit or implicit contrast to the urban" that characterizes the pastoral (2). Moore cites Williams' contention as he discusses the "greatest irony" of the pastoral: the fact that "the creation of much pastoral vision" depends on the "intrusion of the city into the country" (59). Rat's desire to leave the domestic space serves to highlight this irony: having experienced the pastoral ideal, in his domesticated natural space, Rat, thanks to his restlessness, is tempted to leave it. Importantly, this vicarious "intrusion of the city" (Moore 59 ) and the postepic mode of romance created by the Sea Rat's tale signals Rat's ambivalence toward the domestic. At the conclusion of "Wayfarers All," the Mole bodily resists the Rat's departure. After struggling "desperately" to escape the Mole's clutches, the Rat seems to lose "all interest for the time in the things that … make up his daily life" and he becomes "listless" (104), a paradoxical state that is neither restful nor restless. Rat's return to the domestic demonstrates his ambivalence. While Mole notes that Rat's "cure" has begun-effected, significantly, by Mole's subtle suggestion that Rat engage in that most pastoral of activities, poetic composition-Rat's vicarious adventure nevertheless signals ambivalence toward the domesticated natural spaces he inhabits in the text.
The restlessness that is so important to the novel-of Mole at the novel's beginning, of Rat, of Toad, of Badger, even-is not only a feature of pastoral and/or epic impulses; it is, as Schwenger makes clear in At the Borders of Sleep: On Liminal Literature, central to a literature of liminality. Restlessness is part of identity and experience, but also of imagination and "nocturnal" ways of thinking. It is analogous to the ceaseless, restless movement of the mind "cast free from its moorings of the daylight world" (54), a description that has powerful, if accidental, associations with the world of The Wind in the Willows. For Schwenger, this casting free is "disorienting" rather than "liberating," but (271), 10 and Brian Stableford highlights a number of texts that evoke Pan (several of which are Edwardian), such as Arthur Machen's The Great God Pan (1894), E. M. Forster's "The Story of a Panic" (1911) , and Saki's "The Music on the Hill" (1911) . Pan's symbolic flexibility was especially important for writers of the period. Gillian Beer asserts that the figure of Pan "was potent for Edwardian creativity " (208) , while Stableford highlights the way in which Pan became a "uniquely useful symbol" in late-nineteenth and early-twentieth-century fantasy (743). Grahame's representation of Pan, however, is also consistent with Hynes's observation that the "Edwardian Pans" were "domesticated," and did not always appear "in forms that would have been recognizable to the Greeks" (146) .
Pan is a liminal figure in two ways. Firstly, as suggested by Merivale, he is deeply associated with the liminal mode of the pastoral. Pan's pastoral status has often been noticed. For instance, Barry B. Powell observes that "pastures" derives from Pan's name (190) and that Pan, "the feeder," who "makes the shepherd's flocks get fat " (190) , "wandered in the wild hills of Arcadia" (191) , that quintessentially pastoral realm. Brian Stableford's description of Pan as "a horned and goat-legged Arcadian shepherd-god" who played seductive music on pipes fashioned from reeds (743) highlights the pastoral importance of Pan's musical nature. 11 Notably, the original title of The Wind in the Willows was The Wind in the Reeds, a direct reference to the closing pages of "The Piper at the Gates of Dawn" (Hunt, Introduction xxiv) . The centrality of this episode can also be seen in the fact that the original 1908 edition of the novel features a striking design on the front cover of Pan playing his pipes before Rat and Mole (see Lerer n. pag.) .
Secondly, Pan is a liminal figure in his pronounced ambiguity, evident in his very physiognomy. As Beer writes, Pan challenges "the gap between man and animal" (206). Pan's ambiguous nature is also seen in his complicated pastoral status. He is often represented, for instance, as threateningly sexual. In her discussion of Pan statuary, Beer notes that Pan is often represented as "virile," and "naked and threatening" (206) , while Carrie Wasinger discusses Pan as a figure of "deadly terror" (228). Stableford notes how Pan's shout "had the ability to infect adversaries with the unreasoning terror of 'panic '" (743) .
But for Moore, the domesticated representation of Pan in The Wind in the Willows represents a kind of bourgeois bad faith in Edwardian culture generally, and in Grahame specifically: "What is Pan doing at the center of a book proudly 'free from the clash of sex?,'" as Graham famously stated of his own novel, 12 and "What is a god, whose name gives us the word 'panic,' doing in an Arcadia founded on moderation?" (58). For Moore, despite Pan's supposedly awe-inspiring attributes within "The Piper at the Gates of Dawn," Pan's "immediate function" in that chapter is "somewhat sentimental," something that "seems really to belong with Mole's collection of plaster garden statuary." He is a "Pan made safe for a middle-class Arcadia, where instinct is equivalent to decorum and custom": a Pan that appears as "a castrated Priapus," a figure "half animal, half aging dandy." According to Moore, "the final purpose of Pan in Grahame's garden is apparently to offer a principle of forgetfulness, primarily the forgetting of intense, sublime experience" (58). While such a critique no doubt has validity (perhaps unsurprisingly so given Grahame's implied readership), its terms are crudely masculinist, and the assertion that Pan figures in an amnesiac bourgeois culture uninterested in intensity and the sublime seems hard to defend. 13 There are numerous moments of intensity within The Wind in the Willows, always to do with liminal experience, that are not dismissed by amnesia. The intensity of the events in "Dulce Domum," "Wayfarers All," and Toad's adventures inevitably fade, but they are remembered for educative effect. (More ambiguous is Mole's inaugurating enchanted status, which, for the internal logic of the novel, is something he forgets to forget, just as Demetrius remains enchanted at the end of A Midsummer Night's Dream for the structural logic of that paradigmatically pastoral work.) Certainly the educative effect on the novel's characters is politically reactionary, but modern pastoral itself has a long association with political conservatism. As Moore notes, pastoral can evoke utopian possibilities, but in general it "rarely frees itself from a conservative position. It not only can evoke possibilities, but also can legitimatize an existing order, or what appears to be one" (48-49). For Moore, The Wind in the Willows does both, evoking a "timeless Arcadian past," but one that "involves values that suggest a status quo " (49) . This duality is not inconsistent with liminality in the ethnographic sense: a suspension of social order in order to reassert conventional social structure.
Pan's appearance in The Wind in the Willows as the eponymous figure in "The Piper at the Gates of Dawn" is both a key moment in the text, and a key instance of the novel's liminality (significantly occurring at the novel's literal midpoint). In "The Piper at the Gates of Dawn," Rat and Mole search for Otter's missing son Portly (72). Rat and Mole row upstream at night to search for Portly, and, after Mole hears "beautiful and strange and new" (75) music, he redirects their boat toward a backwater (75). As light gradually begins to appear, Mole also begins to hear the "heavenly" music that "possesse Grahame's Pan highlights ideas of liminality, as the character embodies both the aspects of violence associated with more traditional representations of the Greek god and the "benign" (Wasinger 228; Merivale 139 ) aspects of Merivale's "benevolent" Pan (134) . In other words, Grahame's Pan is not altogether the "castrated Priapus" that Moore sees him to be. A more nuanced reading shows that the deity is characterized by contrasts, and it is in the relationship between these contrasting qualities that ideas of liminality are most apparent:
in that utter clearness of the imminent dawn, while Nature, flushed with fullness of incredible colour, seemed to hold her breath for the event, [the Mole] looked in the very eyes of the Friend and Helper; saw the backward sweep of the curved horns, gleaming in the growing daylight; saw the stern, hooked nose between the kindly eyes that were looking down on them humorously, while the bearded mouth broke into a half-smile at the corners; saw the rippling muscles on the arm that lay across the broad chest, the long supple hand still holding the pan-pipes only just fallen away from the parted lips; saw the splendid curves of the shaggy limbs disposed in majestic ease on the sward; saw, last of all, nestling between his very hooves, sleeping soundly in utter peace and contentment, the little, round, podgy childish form of the baby otter. (77) While some aspects of this description evoke images of the traditional Pan likely to inspire "panic," as well as a more or less overtly sexualized image of Pan, they are tempered by "benign" (Wasinger 228; Merivale 139) qualities. Pan's "stern, hooked nose" is contrasted against his "kindly eyes"; his "half-smile" is contrasted against his "rippling muscles" (which carry potential for cruelty), and Pan's animalistic "shaggy limbs" are "deposited in majestic ease"; indeed, Portly is "nestling between [Pan's] very hooves." Jane Darcy asserts that these contrasting qualities, which "offset" each other, represent "a mixture of the beneficent and the fearful sides of nature" (215). Merivale asserts that this episode highlights the way in which Grahame's "Friend and Helper" represents a model of (Christian) fatherhood (138-39), and notes that Grahame's Pan "releases animals from traps like a Good Shepherd; he protects the lost baby otter until it is rescued" (141). Grahame's text explicitly distances this evocation of Pan from more traditional representations by highlighting the fact that Mole does not feel panic or terror, but "Awe": "It was no panic terror-indeed [Mole] felt wonderfully at peace and happy" (76).
Grahame's Pan is also associated with liminality by the time of day at which Rat and Mole encounter him. The two animals come across Pan in the period between night and day, in the "utter clearness of the imminent dawn" (77). Significantly, Pan vanishes as "the sun's first rays, shooting across the level water-meadows, [take] (75), 15 the two animals enter a dreamlike state. While they are in this state, the animals develop an even stronger appreciation of nature: "Never had they noticed the roses so vivid, the willow-herb so riotous, the meadow-sweet so odorous and pervading " (76) , suggesting the intensity of occupying a liminal state.
As this demonstrates, liminality is associated with particular fleeting states of mind that are associated with both art and nature. Rat and Mole not only open themselves even further to the power of nature, but that natural power is paradoxically associated with artistic expression: Pan's music, and Rat's increasingly ineffectual attempts to render that music in verbal terms for Mole. Notably, Rat's attempts to do this end in failure as well as in sleep (the figure of death benignly transformed). The transformative aspect of this episode-which not only relies upon a liminal figure, but which also occurs in liminal time and space-is shown to be accessible only in a limited and impermanent way; caught in the in-between space of dawn, Rat and Mole are transformed by the in-between figure of Pan, but only briefly. Mundane, quotidian reality returns, but only after the beneficent power of Pan has removed the threat of death from this pastoral realm. But this narratological turn does not wholly explain Pan's presence or his natural-artistic power. Rather, the episode illustrates how the liminal state itself is a special one, allowing momentary insight into the nature of things both natural and artificial.
Conclusion
The emphasis on space and boundaries in The Wind in the Willows is clearly a source of its conspicuous liminal poetics. But, as described above, such a liminal poetics is not entirely concerned with the spatial. While liminal tropes are often associated with spatiality (as seen in the structure of the novel and its representation of a variety of in-between spaces), The Wind in the Willows illustrates, too, the thematic, generic, and tropological aspect of a liminal poetics at work. As the episode concerning Pan makes clear, liminal states are represented as special states in The Wind in the Willows. Intense and impermanent, they rhetorically heighten the realms that the novel valorizes: nature, creativity, and the imagination. Notably, these realms are in a post-Romantic context especially associated with pastoral expression. The numerous crossings of generic boundaries-between pastoral and epic; lyrical and satirical-are evidence of the novel's liminal condition. But the politically conservative ending of the novel is also consistent with a liminal poetics, since such crossings do not in themselves prefigure the politics of transformation (perhaps predictably in this case, given the lack of representations of "true" communitas in a novel so concerned with a "politics of home" based upon exclusion 16 ). Rather, within the novel's politically conservative Edwardianism, we see the traditional end point of liminality: affiliation, a return to the "clarity" of quotidian life, and the return of social structure. In this sense, the "poetics of liminality" found in The Wind in the Willows is very much of its time. But even taking into account its historical specificity, The Wind in the Willows remains a key example of a liminal text, caught in the space between children's and adult literature, thematizing and exemplifying the literary experience as an essentially liminal one.
Notes
The authors wish to acknowledge this essay's anonymous reviewers, whose insightful feedback was invaluable in helping us finalize our argument. See for instance Gaarden (1994) , Gilead (1988) , Thum (1992), and Poss (1975) . 2 Turner also describes how the "ritual subject" or "passenger" "passes through a realm" (Ritual Process 94; our emphasis) as part of the ritualized process of transition.
3
On the status of Grahame's novel as either children's literature or adult literature, see Clausen (1982) . 4 There have been various, more detailed, interpretations of this social hierarchy. See, for instance, Cosslett (178).
5
The dyadic nature of the novel has been noted by numerous critics. See, for instance, Gaarden, Gilead, Thum, and Wadsworth. 
